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EapaweHKOB B.C., IlomrncKtt A., CocHttH A.H. 
IlpttMeHeHtte HH3K03HepreTuqecKHX ycKOpttTeJieii 
B 3JieKTpoimepHbIX CHCTeMax 

E2-97-304 

B ::JJieKTpoimepHbIX CHCTeMaX C 60JibllIHM KO::lcpqmuueHTOM MYJibTHOJIHKal{HH 
(Ke.ff> 0,94), r,ne Tennoehmenettue e peaKUIDIX ,neJieHm1 eo MHOro pa3 npeeocxo,nttT 

::itteprmo ynpaemnomero nyqKa ycKopeHHhIX qacTttU, uoHmauuoHHbie noTepu crn
HOBHTCH OTHOCHTeJibHO Mettee BIDKHbIMH. 3TO II03BOJIHeT HCIIOJib30BaTb ycKopttTeJitt 
IIpOTOHOB H JierKHX HOHOB C 3Hepmeii ecero JIHlllb B HeCKOJibKO COTeH M::iB, qTo 
CYilleCTBeHHO y,neweBJIHeT CHCTeMy " II03BOJIHeT ttMeTh 3HaquTeJibHO 60Jibllltte TOKH, 
qeM B cnyqae BblCOK03HepreTttqecKHX MalllttH. 

Pa6oTa BhIIIOJIHeHa e Jla6opaToptttt BbJqttCJIHTeJibHOH T,eXHHKH u aBTOMaTmauuu 
OlUUL 
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Application of Low-Energy Accelerators in Electronuclear Systems 

In electronuclear systems with high neutron multiplication factors, keff> 0.94, 

where the heat generation due to fission reactions essentially exceeds that obtained 
due to the driving beam of accelerated particles, ionization losses appear to be 
relatively less important. This allows one to use proton and light ion accelerators 
with energies just about several hundred MeV, which significantly simplifies 
the system, makes it cheaper and provides a possibility of getting much higher 
currents than those in high energy machines. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Computing 
Techniques and Automation, JINR. 
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Over many years discussion of the features of electronuclear 

technology was fixed mostly on the breeding of nuclear fuel in uranium 

and thorium targets with neutron multiplication factor I<eff ~ 0.3 -

0.5. In these cases optimal energy of the primary proton beam is E ~ 1 

Ge V because the energy cost of the produced neutron Ntotf E (here Ntot 

is the total amount of neutrons escaping the reactor volume and those 

neutrons which initiated capture and fission reactions, see also Table 

below) increases at larger energies, capital costs of accelerators raise 

impressively up, while shifting to lower energies leads to a decrease in 

production of 239 Pu and 233U due to increasing ionization losses and 

reduced amount of neutrons generated in inelastic p - U and p - Th 
collisions. For example, when the estimated energy spent at E = l GeV 

on production of one 239 Pu nucleus in a very large (practically infinite) 

natural uranium target is E/NPu ~ 9.6 MeV, at E = 0.4 and 0.2 GeV 

this value reaches already about 17 and 40 Me V 1 • 

Simultaneously, the neutron yield and the coefficient of energy 

amplification Kamp = Q10tf E (here Qtot is the total amount of heat 

delivered in the target-blanket system) in subcritical electronuclear 

reactors with I<ef f ~ 0.94 - 0.97 keep large even at low energi,es, 

therefore energy losses by ionization appear to be not that important 

as for the systems with low Ke// values.This is evident, in particular, 

from Table where the values of relative losses on ionization Q;0 n/ E and 

the coefficient of energy amplification are shown for one of the versions 

of electronuclear system with plutonium blanket based on construction 

elements of the core of the impulse fast reactor IBR - 30 available in 

Dubna (see Fig . 1 [3]) 2
• Even at E = 0.1 GeV when only 5% of 

1 It is assumed that the proton beam is introduced into the target through the gap 

because otherwise large fraction of the neutrons escapes the target volume due to the 

scattering at large angles. Here and below all calculations are performed by means of 

Monte Carlo simulation based on assumptions discussed in detail in the papers (1, 2]. 
2 2000 proton histories are simulated for each energy. 
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initial energy is spent to produce neutrons, heat generation exceeds the 
energy of the incoming beam by a factor of four. . 

p 

Fig. 1. The target reactor. assembly is shaped as .. a multilayer 

cylinder with a tungsten primary target with a radius R = L5 cm, length 

L = 14 cm which is covered by a plutonium blanket .with the dimensions 

RXL=1.2x 14cm2 and the average.density of plutonium p =: 8 g/cm3
• 

Plutonium pins are clad with the tungsten (0.1 mm thick) and_ stainless .steel 

{0.3 mm thick) casings. The reactor is surrounded with a ste!'I reflector with, 

thickness 6.L = 10 cm and with the tungsten reflector 2.4 cm thick. The 

beam of the accelerated proton~ is in_troduced into the target through the 

axial, channel to the depth ~f 1 cm. Space dist!ibution of the proton beam i~ 

shaped as a gaussian with the half-~idth R = 1 cm. 

In ·subcritical electrnnuclear systems driven by accelerators with energy 

E~0.2 GeV, energy amplification: Qto;/E and rel?,tive ne_utron yielQ 
• ' < • .•. ., • ' I. 

!ftot/ E decrease due to a large contriqution of fission reactions only by 

a factor of two in.comparison with high energy accelerators. That is 
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Table 

Parameters of the electronuclear system at various proton 

beam energies E 

E, GeV Kell Ntotf E Qion/ E Qtotf E 
0.1 0.939 64 0.95 4.3 

0.2 0.941 210 0.85 11.2 

0.3 0.943 270 0.80 15.5 

0.5 0.944 378 o .. 69 20.8 

0.65 0.943 393 0.58 21.4 

0.8 0.946 396 0.47 21.4 

1.0 , 0.946 409 0.41 ,, 22.1 

. 1.5 0,945 379 0.34 20.4 

2.0 0.942 347 0.30 18.7 

accompanied also by essentially sinaller accelerator costs and the 

possibility to increase' significantly the intensity of the beam 3 • 

Ionization losses in the energ}' region equal to several hundred Me V 

could be reduced significantly when the deuteron beam is used instead 

of the proton one. The neU:tron•yield in the very large natural uranium 

tatget mentioned above increases by 50% at E = 0.3 Ge V and by 60% at 

E = 0.2 GeV. The neutron yield and the heat generation in subcritical 

electronuclear assemblies increase in a similar manner as well. 

As one can deduce, employment of accelerators especially deuteron 

accelerators with energy about several hundred Me V appears to be more· 

advantageous in comparison with the 1 Ge V proton machines. Such 

31n the case of the electronuclear installation which is being developed in Dub~a 

and is based on the combination of the core of the piutonium reactor IBil-30 and the 

650 MeV phasotron the decrease of the Kamp in comparison to the 1 GeV beam is 

equal to only 3 - 5 %. We would like to stress specifically the importance of studying 

the prop~rties of e~ologically safe and economically effective ;lectronuclear utili~ati?n 
of the rapidly growing stock of "technical" plutoniuni from the nuclear power plants 

because such plutonium as is well known today could be used to manufacture nuclear 

weapons which is seriously dangerous from the proliferation point of view. 
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approach seriously changes the strategy of electronuclear technology. 

It is seen ' from Table that the value of the Ke/ I grows weakly 

with the beam energy reaching similarly to the Kamp and Ntotf E 
values its maximal level at E ~ I Ge Vas a result of neutron spectrum 

variations. At the same time fluctuations of the multiplication ability 

of the electronuclear installation ar~ possible during its operation due 

· to different thermal effects related to variations in the coolant flow, 

acceleration regimes etc. It is shown, as an example, in Fig. 2 how the 

heat generation and neutron yield are changing depending on the value 

of the Ke/ I in the reactor presented in Fig. 1 for the proton beam at 

650 MeV available at Jriint Institute for Nuclea~ Research 4
• 
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Fig. 2. Dependence of the heat generation (solid curve) and neutron 

yield ( dashed line) on the neutron multiplication factor 

In the region of Ke/ J = 0.94 - 0.97 fluctuations l::J,,J{e/ J / Ke/ J ~ I% 

4 Variation of the KeJJ value is obtained by respective variation of the plutonium 

blanket radius. 
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change the Kamp by ~5 - 30%. This is the region of quite safe operation 

of th~ electronuclear installation. Sharp (~ 50 %) changes in the heat 

generation and neutron yield appear only atI<eff > 0.99. 
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